
Here are some of our favorite 3D Mural Packages

An underwater theme is the no. 1
theme used by healthcare facilities
in designing their waiting rooms,
hallways and patient rooms.  It’s not
a mystery why.  Underwater life is
amazing!
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Printed murals on canvas applied to 1/4” substrate and clearcoated.
   Dimensional  elements with keyhole on back for easy installation.

Hikers 

Beach Fun 

MP37-43   43in.    $ 690.

MP34-43   43in.    $ 720.

MP37-36   36in.    $ 660.

MP34-36   36in.    $ 615.

          Mural w/sun & bluebird

          Mural w/beach ball & sandcastle

Underwater murals are
requested often by our 
clients.  They are colorful, 
engaging and are 
appreciated by all ages.

Underwater Oval 1

MP17-60   30in. x 60in.  $1110.
MP17-84   43in. x 84in.  $1650.

Two of my favorite activities - hiking and
the beach.  These kinds of dimensional murals 
are great for a doctors office or clinic.  These are
fun murals to paint and kids love them.
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Turtle Haven 

Anemone-Coral 

MP30-43   43in.    $ 685.
MP30-36   36in.    $ 590.

MP29-72   43in. x 72in.  $ 855.

          Mural w/three turtles

          Mural w/three fish
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Printed murals on canvas applied to 1/4” substrate and clearcoated.
   Dimensional  elements with keyhole on back for easy installation.

Turtles, fish and coral -
amazing!  Living in Florida
has allowed me to experience
the thrill of diving in the Keys
and the Bahamas.  So painting
underwater scenes just brings
back the bliss of floating and  
taking in the magical colors
and shapes all alive, 
all around me.
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3D Mural Packages are
easy to install and quickly
change a patient room from
boring to exciting.  You can
make each exam room a
different theme.  The 3D
elements give the murals
so much more interest than
an ordinary print would.
If you have a little more 
wall space you can add
more 3D art to either side;
or you can add clouds or
waves.  We love creating a
transformation with our
fun and colorful murals.
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